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The	Angels	of	
Akasha
Also	known	as

The	Angels	
of

	Golopa
Beloved,

By	identifying	with	akasha,	a	seeker	uses	every	
utterance,	

every	desire,	every	emotion,	every	movement	and	
thought

	to	create	wonderful	realities	for	all.

	Remember	it	was	written:
"I	and	the	Father	are	ONE!"

"All	that	I	do,	ye	shall	do	and	more."

	Akasha	is	an	ancient	word	for	omnipresent	Divine	Consciousness	and	Being.



Deep	inside

we	are	all	one	with	Divine	Consciousness.

An	important	purpose	of	meditation	is	connection	
to	unity	awareness	in	day	to	day	life.

			The	energy	of	the	akasha	is	directed	this	way.
Omnipresence	forms	molds	from	initial	intentions,	the	energy	of	will	that	it	

receives
	when	a	child	of	light	and	love	goes	into	deep	stillness	and	pure	being	and	

experiences	oneness	with	everything.

Every	smidgen	of	every	desire,	thought,	emotion	and	sensation	creates	molds	
in	the	akashic	principle.

	These	molds	fill	with	powerful	elements	of	fire,	air,	water	and	earth,
	to	manifest	on	every	level.

	When	you	feel	yourself	one	with	Divine	Consciousness,	intentions	are	loving,
	because	you	experience	yourself	as	one	with	everything	in	creation.

	"What	you	do	to	the	least	of	these,
you	do	unto	me."

Love	overcomes	all	obstacles	on	every	level	so	manifestation	of	divine	desires	
are	accomplished.

"Do	unto	others	as	you	would	have	them	do	unto	you."
	The	word	akasha	is	the	name	given	to	conscious	experience	of	being	ONE	



with	ALL	THERE	IS.

The	akasha	is	often	explained	as	the	omnipresent	fine	ethereal	pre-matter	of	
existence.

The	akasha	is	the	unified	field	of	science.

The	akasha	is	experienced	as	SELF
	in	a	deep	Delta	brainwave	state	of	pure	being	and	unity	with	Divine	Being	and	

all	creation.	

This	state	is	experienced	each	night	in	deep	dreamless	sleep.

Sleep	research	has	shown	that	it	is	in	this	deep	state	that	healing	occurs	in	
the	body.

	In	this	state	of	deep	meditation,	
a	person	is	aware	that	conscious	beingness	transcends	time	and	space,
	and	that	it	is	possible	to	experience	self	as	ONE	WITH	EVERYTHING.

In	this	state,	
	the	POWER	OF	intention,	the	power	of	THE	ONE	affects	everything.

Akasha	pre-matter	responds	to	every	desire,	thought,	emotion,	word,	and	
gesture.	

By	understanding	this,	and	carefully	using	every	utterance,	desire,	
emotion,	movement	and	thought

	to	bring	blessings	to	all,
	a	person	is	a	divine	artist	that	creates	ongoing	beauty	and	

miraculous	changes	for	all.

Through	the	divine	virtues	of	the	letters	of	our	name,	
we	awaken	desires	within	you	to	master	the	akasha,

	the	state	of	experiencing	oneness	with	Divine	Being	and	all	
Creation,

	for	the	sake	of	blessing	all	creation	
and	manifesting	the	splendor	and	majesty	of	Divine	Being.



	

We	help	you	understand	and	feel	and	know	what	effects	your	states
	of	being,	desires,	actions,	thoughts,	words,	emotions,	and	sensations	have	

on	the	akasha	
and	what	sort	of	molds	you	are	creating	at	all	times.	

Furthermore,	we	teach	you	how	to	see	the	cascading	effects	of	each	mold,
	to	master	how	every	mold	qualifies	energy	to	create	itself

	in	the	four	realms	of	being-will,	mind,	emotions,	and	sensations.

We	also	teach	you	how	to	locate	and	read	any	akashic	molds	that	have	been	
created	through	all	time.

In	journeys	to	spiritual	perfection,	
times	come	when	seekers	realize	that	understanding	and	mastery	of		akasha	

is	necessary	
to	create	heaven	on	earth.	

Through	the	power	of	Abisheka,	
the	true	initiatory	process,

	we	merge	our	knowing	into	yours.

Intuitions	and	inspirations	flood	awareness	in	meditations	on	divine	
virtues.	



As	the	Akasha	becomes	clear	to	inner	understanding,	
and	a	seeker	experiences	self	as	one	with	Divine	Being	and	all	Creation,
	it	becomes	easy	to	create	new	expressions	of	splendor	and	majesty.

	By	filling	desires,	thoughts,	emotions,	sensations	and	actions	with	divine	
virtues,	

	the	true	inheritance	belonging	to	the	children	of	Divine	Light
	manifest	as	miracles	of	GRACE	AND	MERCY,	the	virtue	of	letter	G	of	our	name.

G

	The	letter	G	symbolizes	the	virtue	of	divine	grace	and	mercy.

In	the	physical	world	this	virtue	represents	all	phases	of	riches	and	wealth,	
of	happiness	and	satisfaction.

By	this	virtue	Divine	Providence	has	created	abundance	and,	like	the	Creator,	
a	child	of	God	may	also	bring	

about,	for	him	or	her	self	or	other	people,	abundance	in	everything,	should	
that	be	desired.

	On	an	emotional	level	this	virtue	gives	emotions	of	happiness,	of	complete	
satisfaction.

Situations	may	be	created	by	means	of	the	elements	and	the	will	and	emotions	
causing	success	and	

wealth	in	the	world	that	is	for	the	highest	good	of	all	concerned.

In	the	mind,	this	virtue	gives	the	experience	of	peacefulness,	and	the	faculty	
of	giving	true	divine	blessing.

The	color	of	this	virtue	is	deep	grass	green,	the	musical	note	is	F.

The	element	is	water	with	a	sensation	of	chill.

As	you	meditate	on	this	virtue,	increase	the	feeling	of	chill	to	iciness.

The	left	eye	is	formed	from	this	virtue



The	next	letter	is	Umlaut	O,	er

Akasha:

In	the	principle	of	consciousness	penetrating	all,
	the	umlaut	O	oscillation	evokes	the	most	profound	cognition	which	can	only	

be	
brought	about	by	love	divine.	

By	the	help	of	this	a	person	gets	to	know	all	the	possibilities	of	
transformation	of	the	spirit,

	all	the	systems	and	ways	serving	this	end,	
and	all	knowledge	concerning	transformation	in	all	other	fields.

	He/she	is	informed	about	everything	that,	deriving	from	the	act	of	creation,	
had	to	pass	through	all	the	mode	of	transformation	to	be	reunited.

A	person	must	attain	all	the	faculties	that	are	offered	by	this	profound	
cognition	made	possible	by	Love	Divine,

	in	the	principle	of	consciousness-penetrating-all,
	and	must	make	use	of	all	possibilities,

to	get	convinced	that	they	cannot	be	described	by	words,
	by	must	be	experienced,	lived	through.

I	have	mentioned	the	letters	umlaut	A	and	umlaut	O	as	the	last	ones	in	this	
series	of	exercises,

	because	by	the	help	of	their	virtues	one	is	able	to	comprehend,
	from	the	principle	of	consciousness-penetrating-all,

	the	crown	of	all	wisdom	in	the	micro-	and	macrocosms,	from	the	act	of	
creation	to	the	present	state	of	evolution,	

and	even	to	the	final	development.

Mental:

Evoked	in	the	intellect,
	the	virtue	of	profound	cognition	brought	about	by	love	divine	
gives	understanding	of	the	transformation	of	ideas,	virtues,	etc.	

by	the	quabbalistically	pronounced	word,	
which	is	a	very	great	and	comprehensive	field.



Astral

The	astral	is	the	emotional	level:

In	the	emotions,	
the	virtue	of	profound	cognition	brought	about	by	love	divine	

develops	the	faculty	of	perfect	astral	projection
	and	the	mastery	of	all	occult	and	magical	phenomena	that	have	reference	to	

transformation,	
so	that	a	person	may,

	for	instance,
	assume	any	desired	vibration	in	the	emotional	body	

without	being	recognized	by	other	beings
	and	with	only	Divine	Providence	seeing	through	him/her.

Apart	from	this,	a	person	is	able	to	transform	any	emotional	oscillation
	into	the	oscillation	he	wants	and	to	do	the	same	with	any	element.

Material:

When	mastered	in	the	physical	body,	
the	profound	cognition	brought	about	by	love	divine	leads	to	perfect	

knowledge	of	quabbalistic	
[the	use	of	will,	thought,	emotion,	and	sensation]	alchemy	in	the	material	

world.

A	person	is	taught	the	true	preparation	and	charging	of	the	philosophers	
stone	in	the	physical	sense.

He/she	can	influence,	at	will,	any	oscillationatomic,	oscillation,	electronic	
oscillation-	by	quabbalah,	

and	he/she	is	able	to	transform	it	into	the	oscillation	desired	by	him/her.	

Therefore	he/she	perfectly	masters	the	laws	of	transmutation
	and	is	able	to	transform	any	metal	into	gold,	any	stone	into	a	precious	stone,	

etc.	if	desired.

By	the	help	of	this	virtue	a	person	is	furnished	with	many	other	faculties
	of	which	he/she	cannot	even	dream	now	

and	which	non-initiates	would	regard	as	absolutely	impossible.	

Umlaut	O	is	dark	orange,	has	the	musical	note	of	D-sharp,	
is	the	element	of	akashic-earth	which	has	the	sensation	of	weight	penetrating	

everything.

The	ovaries	and	testicles	are	formed	from	this	virtue	of	the	profound	
cognition	brought	about	by	Love	Divine.

In	healing,	heal	the	left	ovary	first	and	then	the	right	one.



O

This	sound	is	the	virtue	of	divine	justice.

	This	virtue	gives	expression	to	the	absolute	legality	of	harmony.

According	to	the	adherence	to	this	virtue,	fate	is	determined.

	By	meditating	on	and	becoming	one	with	the	virtue	of	Divine	Justice	and	
Harmony,

	a	child	of	God	can	create	a	perfect	fate	in	all	future	incarnations.

This	virtue	has	an	ultramarine	blue	color,	the	musical	note	of	C,
	and	is	the	earth	element	so	it	has	the	sensation	of	weight.It	formed	the	

throat	and	windpipe.



L

	The	letter	L	represents	the	sum	total	of	all	the	divine	virtues.

These	virtues	taken	together	are	the	splendor	and	majesty	of	Divine	
Consciousness.

By	mastering	the	virtue	of	unity	with	the	divine	virtues,	
it	is	possible	to	create	in	the	Akasha	the	splendor	and	majesty	of	heaven

to	manifest	in	the	intellect,	in	the	feelings,	and	in	the	reality	of	the	physical	
world.

This	gives	morality,	mastery	of	emotions,	great	courage	and	endurance
	and	the	drive	for	self-preservation	in	self	and	others.	

This	is	the	virtue	of	vitality	and	eternal	youth.

The	color	of	this	virtue	is	olive	green,	the	musical	note	is	F,	
the	sensation	is	the	air	element	of	ease,	and	the	organ	formed	by	it	is	the	

spleen.

This	virtue	is	repeated	in	our	name:
Umlaut	O,	er

We	repeat	again,	the	beauty	of	this	virtue.
	This	virtue	is	so	important	to	the	manifestation	of	miracles,	

that	it	should	be	meditated	upon	in	great	depth.

		Akasha:



In	the	principle	of	consciousness	penetrating	all
,	the	umlaut	O	oscillation	evokes	the	most	profound	cognition	which	can	only	

be	
brought	about	by	love	divine.	

By	the	help	of	this	a	person	gets	to	know	all	the	possibilities	of	
transformation	of	the	spirit,

	all	the	systems	and	ways	serving	this	end,	
and	all	knowledge	concerning	transformation	in	all	other	fields.

	He/she	is	informed	about	everything	that,	deriving	from	the	act	of	creation,	
had	to	pass	through	all	the	mode	of	transformation	to	be	reunited.

A	person	must	attain	all	the	faculties	that	are	offered	by	this	
profound	cognition	made	possible	by	Love	Divine,
	in	the	principle	of	consciousness-penetrating-all,	

and	must	make	use	of	all	possibilities,	
in	order	to	get	convinced	that	they	cannot	be	described	by	words,

	by	must	be	experienced,	lived	through.

I	have	mentioned	the	letters	umlaut	A	and	umlaut	O	as	the	last	ones	in	this	
series	of	exercises,

	because	by	the	help	of	their	virtues	one	is	
able	to	comprehend,	from	the	principle	of	consciousness-penetrating-all,	
the	crown	of	all	wisdom	in	the	micro-	and	macrocosms,	from	the	act	of	

creation	to	the	present	state	of	evolution,	and	even	to	the	final	development.

Mental:

Evoked	in	the	intellect,	
the	virtue	of	profound	cognition	brought	about	by	love	divine	gives	the	

understanding	of	the	
transformation	of	ideas,	virtues,	etc.	by	the	quabbalistically	pronounced	word,		

which	is	a	very	great	and	comprehensive	field.

Astral

emotional	level:

In	the	emotions,	the	virtue	of	profound	cognition	brought	about	by	love	divine
	develops	the	faculty	of	perfect	astral	projection	and	the	mastery	of	all	occult	

and	magical	phenomena	
that	have	reference	to	transformation,	so	that	a	person	may,

	for	instance,	
assume	any	desired	vibration	in	the	emotional	body	

without	being	recognized	by	other	beings	and	with	only	Divine	Providence	
seeing	

through	him/her.

Apart	from	this,	a	person	is	able	to	transform	
any	emotional	oscillation	into	the	oscillation	he	wants	and	to	do	the	same	

with	any	element.

Material:

When	mastered	in	the	physical	body,
	the	profound	cognition	brought	about	by	love	divine	leads	to	perfect	

knowledge	of	quabbalistic	
[the	use	of	will,	thought,	emotion,	and	sensation]	alchemy	in	the	material	

world.

A	person	is	taught	the	true	preparation	and	charging	of	the	philosophers	
stone	in	the	physical	sense.



He/she	can	influence,	at	will,	any	oscillationatomic,	oscillation,	electronic	
oscillation-	by	

quabbalah,	and	he/she	is	able	to	transform	it	into	the	oscillation	desired	by	
him/her.	

Therefore	he/she	perfectly	masters	the	laws	of	transmutation	
and	is	able	to	transform	any	metal	into	gold,

	any	stone	into	a	precious	stone,	
etc.	if	desired.

By	the	help	of	this	virtue	a	person	is	furnished	with	many	other	faculties	
of	which	he/she	cannot	even	dream	now	and	which	
non-initiates	would	regard	as	absolutely	impossible.	

Umlaut	O	is	dark	orange,	has	the	musical	note	of	D-sharp,
	is	the	element	of	akashic-earth	which	has	the	sensation	of	weight	

penetrating	
everything.

The	ovaries	and	testicles	are	formed	from	this	virtue	of	the	profound	
cognition	brought	about	by	Love	Divine.

In	healing,	heal	the	left	ovary	first	and	then	the	right	one.

O

When	the	children	of	God	identify	with	Divine	Justice	they	attain	divine	
justice.

They	will	never	do	anything	unjust	and	will	never	slip,	
for	if	they	have	worked	up	to	this	state	through	the	virtues	of	all	the	previous	

letters,	
they	are	completely	filled	with	the	legality	of	Divine	Providence,	i.e.,	with	an	

absolute	sense	of	justice.

Whenever	the	principle	of	justice	is	in	question,	it	is	controlled	by	the	
oscillation	of	the	virtue	of	letter	O.

P



This	sound	is	the	virtue	of	the	longing	for	perfection	and	the	highest	spiritual	
realization.

By	meditating	on	this	virtue,	
a	child	of	God	awakens	increased	longing	for	unification	with	the	basic	divine	

virtues.	

The	deeper	and	the	more	frequent	the	seeker	is	penetrated	by	this	virtue,	
the	deeper	will	be	the	feeling	of	humility,	

and	it	is	in	this	state	
that	is	found	the	greatest	and	most	powerful	proximity	of	divine	majesty,	

of	Divine	Providence.

The	desire	for	perfection	is	the	cause	behind	learning	how	to	create	effects	in	
the	akasha

	through	will,	intellect,	emotion,	and	action.

This	virtue	is	dark	grey,	and	has	the	musical	note	of	B.

Since	it	is	the	earth	element,	it	has	the	sensation	of	weight.

The	right	side	of	the	nose	was	formed	from	this	virtue.

	

A

This	sound,	the	soft	ahhhh	of	a	sigh,	is	the	sound	of	the	highest	wisdom	and	
enlightenment.

This	virtue	gives	intellectual	clairvoyance,	clairaudience,	clairsentience,	
levitation,

	control	over	the	spirits	of	the	air,
eloquence,	musical	and	artistic	gifts.

This	is	the	virtue	of	the	original	purity	of	all	ideas	in	divine	mind.

	With	this	virtue,	the	purpose	and	workings	of	Akasha	are	easily	seen	and	
understood.	

When	a	child	of	God	unites	in	meditation	with	this	virtue,	
their	mind	becomes	impregnated	with	the	purity	of	all	ideas	in	their	original	

form.

The	color	is	light	blue,	the	sensation	is	ease,	the	musical	note	is	G,	
and	the	part	of	the	body	that	is	formed	by	this	virtue	is	the	lungs.

Umlaut	A,	ae

Transformation	of	negativity	through	release	of	anything	that	is	imperfect	on	



any	level,
for	change	into	whatever	is	seen	by	cognition	brought	about	by	love	divine.

This	is	the	alpha	and	the	omega	of	perfection.

G-O-L-O-P-A

MIRACLES

	Footnotes:

The	names	and	meaning	of	angel	groups	come	from	Quaballah,
	which	is	a	very	ancient	set	of	teachings	which	together	form	a	common	precursor,	or	

root,	of	three	of	the	world's	religions:	Judaism,	Islam,	and	Christianity.

Each	degree	of	the	zodiac	is	ruled	by	a	high	being	of	the	heavenly	host	in	the	zone	girdling	the	
earth,

	and	the	angels	who	work	with	him	or	her.	
The	being	and	the	angels	share	the	same	name.	
This	name	is	a	key	to	their	powers	and	influence.

	Names,	phrases,	or	sections	in	
the	angel	messages	are	quoted	or	paraphrased	from	the	books	of	Franz	Bardon.

Information	of	the	heavenly	hosts	of	the	zone	girdling	the	earth	is	
referenced	from	THE	PRACTICE	OF	MAGICAL	EVOCATION,	ISBN	3-921338-02-6,

	and	Information	of	the	divine	virtues	and	the	letters	are	referenced	
from	THE	**KEY**TO	THE	TRUE	QUABALLAH,	ISBN	3-921338-12-4].	Publisher	is	

Dieter	Rüggeberg,	Wuppertal/W.	Germany.	
These	books	have	very	important	information	for	these	studies.

The	book	"	Initiation	into	Hermetics"	ISBN	3-921338-01-8,	is	a	preparatory	book	for	the	others.
	Franz	Bardon's	last	autobiographical	

book,	"Frabato	the	Magician",	
gives	historical	background	and	was	compiled	by	his	German	publisher	from	notes	written	by	Franz	

Bardon.	



Feel	free	to	share	these	messages.

------------------------------------------------------------------------

The	Law	of	One	is	the	original	law	of	Creation,	and	is	the	supreme	Law	
over	all	laws	in	all	dimensions.

THE	LAW	OF	ONE

We	are	all	one.

When	one	is	harmed,	all	are	harmed.

When	one	is	helped,	all	are	helped.

Therefore,	in	the	name	of	who	I	AM	,

And	I	AM	one	with	all	there	is;

I	ask	that	only	THE	HIGHEST	GOOD	OF	ALL	concerned
happen.

I	give	thanks	that	this	is	done.

SO	BE	IT!



So	it	is.

**
*				*
*							*
*

*					*
	*

***

**


